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tion: The Seed-Tree Method 
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and th~ goal of the seed-tree method is to regener

The species that have fairly large seed, often par-

ate tree d d · I 
dally wind- or animal-dispersed see , an are mto erant 

· d-tolerant of full sun. The method usually requires 
orJDJ tt1 . . . 
bare mineral soil with Ii e or no vegetative competition. 

Favorable tree species for the seed-tree method include 

most pines and spruces, Douglas-fir, tulip-poplar, ash, 

and mahogany, which all have a wing-like structure 

attached to the seed. However, tree species that pro

duce nuts and rely upon gravity and rodents for their 

dispersal (e.g., oaks, chestnuts, hickories) can some

times be successfully regenerated through seed-tree 

methods as well. Irrespective of their mode of disper

sal, most trees that require the seed-tree method 

are masting, meaning that they fruit prolifically, 

~~tat very ~rratic inter~als of time (e.g., once every 

ai:ears). Using the functional guild categorization (see 

U dpte~ 5), these species would be considered long-

ve pioneers of st I • . 
can d . em exc usron or late-successronal 

opy onunants. 

Species regenerated with the seed-tree --thod . 
the sam kind f ..... ~~ 

e O open conditions and lethal site tttat-

ments as ~ose regenerated with a true clearcut method o( 

;generation. The difference is that the (ocus species in 

e seed-tree method have seed that is poorly dispersed. 

and thus needs a nearby parent tree source within the 

regeneratin~ stand to secure satisfactory stocking. The 

meth~ of d15persal itself is inclusive o( species that regen

e~te within clearcuts (i.e., dispersed by wind, water, small 

b1rd, bat). _Species ~t regenerate prolifically in dearcuts 

are not dispersal-limited, and will seed into seed-tree 

trea~ stands automatically (see Chapter 8). Examples of 

species that regenerate prolifically without seed-trees 

include the very shade-intolerant species such as birches. 

aspens, willows, sycamore, and red alder, which produce 

quite~ seeds that are dispersed in large numben over 

long distances. In addition, there are species that germi

nate from buried seed banb (pin cherry), and species 

from serotinous cones (lodgepole pine, Jack pine). 

Seed-tree regenerated stands usually comprise mixtures: 

pioneers suited to clearcuts as well as the heavy-seeded 

species that are the focus of the method itsel£ The seed

tree method does not filvor tree species that require partial 

shade and moisture for germination or that rely upon wg

etative propagation. However, the method is often used in 

combination with clearcuts for species that are compati

ble with both regeneration methods, especially for spe

cies that have some degree of dispersal limitation and site 

preference for best germination (e.g., Douglas-tu; south

ern pines). Regional examples where forest types are pre

adapted to lethal disturbances are therefore in the same 

types as where true clearcuts are practiced. However, seed

tree methods emulate sub-lethal disturbances (e.g.. where 

several trees survive the crown fire), rather than a lethal 

disturbance. Seed-tree methods thus reflect areas of a dis

turbance such as a wildfire, where individual trees survive 

because of a sheltered aspect or close distance to water that 

served to protect individual trees. Similar to clearcuts, the 

seed-tree method is appropriate for many sites in the 

Intermountain West, the pinelands of the southern US, 

and the interior fire-prone boreal of Canada (Table 9.1). 

-::,Prfletke ofSilvtcuJture· A lied 
18 John Wiley & So i.: Forest Ecolcgy, Tenth Edition. Marie S. Ashton and Matthew J. Kelty. 
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Table 9.1 Examples of the natural disturbance regimes of forest types and species that can be regenerated by t In North America. 
he seed.tr 

Region and species/ 
forest type 

Interior boreal 
White spruce/aspen 

Pacific Northwest 
Douglas-fir 

Intermountain 
Western larch 

Ponderosa pine 

eern, 
Regeneration, disturbance regime, and return Interval 

White spruce has a transcontinental range but its core distribution Is across the C In this region, aspen is an early successional associate. The return Interval for stan~~&dlan fntt 60-200 years. Aspen immediately responds by root suckering with other pioneer ( repJac1rig ~o~ but spruce seedlings will develop for a longer period of time from seed-tree sourcses""illow and btes ti escape the fire. Spruce overtops the aspen after 50-80 years that sut'\1v Itch), 
eor 

The range of Douglas-fir almost extends across all of western North America from th Columbia to the border with Mexico. Its range Is from sea-level in the North to eleva: middle ofl! and become more fragmented progressing south In the Rockies. Seed mast years var ons that lncrtittsh in every 7. Given Its shade-Intolerant and relatively fire-tolerant tendencies, seed-tre: :th 1 go0d ~ secure way of establishing regeneration than clearcuttlng on more extreme sites with! thttlng ls a 111 ~ 
mountains 

n e coastaJ Ott 

Western larch Is a deciduous conifer of the central Rocky Mountains that Is the shade-tole lived pioneer, compared to Its associates: Engelmann spruce, subalplne fir, western hem) ';:"t long. white pine, and interior Douglas-fir. Good seed crops occur about every alternate year, b:~ d w~tern disperse further from the parent tree more than about 150 ft (SO m). The tree Is the most fir on~ and windfirm of Its associates making it ideal for the seed-tree method of regeneration e resistant Ponderosa pine Is widely distributed across the central region of ~estern North America, but no the coast. It has many growth forms and many common names. The tree dominates stands di on at the Intermediate-to-lower elevations of the mountains, but can be found as a scattered e;n orests the more mesic _mixed stra~ed forests of the Sierra Mountains, and Interior cedar-hernlock :~:t In Douglas-fir at higher elevations. Surface fires were common and patchy prior to colonization, burntn at intervals of 5-20 years. Such fires kept these stands open and park-like, devoid of more mesic-l vi!. species. At higher elevations, fires were more of mixed severity, burning more intensely with patd:~;'6 . that were stand replacing 
Gulf Coast/southeut coutal plain 
Longleaf pine The distribution of longleaf pine rings the coastal plain from North Carolina to Louisiana, but mostly occupies former marine sediments that are excessively well drained and coarse to poorly drained clays. . Its associated species are scrub oaks, and the slash. sand. and loblolly pines. It dominates stands where frequent groundstory burns reduce the understory oak and hardwood component, and promote an open pineland. Return intervals vary fro~ 3-10 years 

MJddle west -
Bur oak woodlands . 

Northern hardwood 
Black cherry/black 
birch 

Source: Mark S. Ashton. 

Bur oak occurs and dominates the eastern and central forests of the Midwest bordering the tall-grass . prairie. It Is associated with calcareous soils of ancient inland seas and fine glacial loess of uplands, but ' can also be an associate of river-bottom forest. Its resistance to fire and its drought tolerance make this tree a dominant of fire-prone woodlands that were repeatedly burned by Native Americans for game, and homesteaders for clearing land. Bur oak mast& every 2-3 years, with seedlings that sprout vigorously after surface fires that can occur every 2-5 years 

The black cherry and black birch species are shade-intolerant long-lived pioneers that require mineral soil and a lethal disturbance to dominate a stand without more the shade-tolerant trees that they are usually associated with (sugar maple, red oak, beech, eastern hemlock). No natural disturbance regimes In northern hardwood forests would promote these species alone, unless there was a severe enough wind · disturbance (i.e., tornado, hurricane) to be almost sub-lethal. Both species are thin barked and fire Intolerant like most northern hardwood species 
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Cll" __ .,th the see ' . 
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_...,. dltions on 
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~ and early~ .. ,~ ut removes the seed trees and 

--1 cut: u..,.. C full 
S). ~ YlU established regeneration to sun, or 

~ :J.8 sun, This cut is usually d!)ne soon after 

~lidi,Jµ are established, but in some cases, the seed 

""""'~ retained for a longer period after the seed

trees :e been established in order to obtain greater 

~ wlue from the growth of these seed trees. 

Jfit Prfparatory Cut 

'A ~ cut in dense stand conditions would likely 

leid to windthrow. To solve this problem, a preparatory 

cut can be carried out several years before the seeding 

cut, and would generally take the form of a thinning. It 

could be a heavy low thinning to release growing space 

throughout the stand, or it could be equivalent to a 

crop-tree thinning where the seed trees would be desig

nated to remain, and only the trees competing with the 

reed trees would be cut. The several additional years of 

:::. after the preparatory cut will increase the wind 

and the seed production of the remaining trees 

l. 
ve w1 e crowns and , .. _ 

ive crown ratios; these trees will also -ise 
tapering stems (Assel" . tend to have strong 

the stand h db _in, Fo~m, and Bergeron, 2001). If 
a een thinned m the past or had been a 

urally low-density stand the do . nat
can 'thstand th ' nunant trees generally 

w1 . e sudden change in stand density There 
are some situations th gh h · 

d . ' ou , w ere soils are very shallow 

an it would probably not be possible to use the seed-tree 

me~od at all (Emmingham et al., 2005). 

ablt : ~ necessary to select trees that can produce 

un ant ertile seed. Only trees in the upper canopy 

have enough vigor to produce large seed crops, but a few 

good seed trees sometimes produce as much seed per 

acr~ as the full stand did before the seeding cut. The 

choice of potential seed trees can sometimes be made by 

observing numbers of cones or seed fall from trees in pre

vious years. These trees could be marked to be retained as 

seed trees. It would be ideal if foresters could also choose 

trees with genetic traits for good stem form, rapid growth 

rate, and defenses against insect and disease damage. 

However, because the genotypes of each tree are not 

known, the selection depends on the observation of phe

notypes of the trees in the stand. This amounts to select

ing some of the most valuable trees in the stand to serve 

as seed trees. This is called positive genetic selection, 

al~ugh there Is no quantitative measure of potential 

genetic improvement that can be made just from obser

vation. The very best seed trees are those that have the 

desired phenotypic traits of tree growth and form, bio

logical defenses, and good seed production. 

Number and Distribution of Seed Trees 

The number of seed trees to be retained depends on several 

factors: the size of the trees, the amount of seed produced 

per tree, the percentage of seeds that are sound (viable), 

and the number of seeds needed to produce an established 

seedling, given the particular seedbed conditions. The bal

ance of these factors generally leads to seed tree numbers 

of about 3-20trees/acre (7-SOtrees/ha) depending upon 

tree species. A standard pattern for locating seed trees is to 

have them uniformly spaced as single individuals through

out the stand in order to produce a roughly even amount of 

seed fall throughout the stand. 
Tree seeds can be blown a great distance by the wind, 

often for many hundreds of feet. The greatest distance 
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occurs on dry days with strong winds, but most seed dis
perse from moderate winds and local turbulence. The 
goal in seed-tree management is to have a seed density 
that is great enough to meet the need for adequate regen
eration. Much of the seed from a tree falls under the tree 
crown or nearby, which then follows an exponential 
decline in seed density over greater distance from the 
tree. For example, about 10% of Engelmann spruce seeds 
can disperse up to 600 ft (180 m), while 509f, of the seed 
fall was within 100 ft (30 m) of the parent trees (Alexander, 
1987). Loblolly pine has a dispersal measure of 73% of the seeds within 100ft (30m) of parent trees. Longleaf 
pine has a heavier seed, and 88% of the seeds fall within 
100 ft (30 m) of the parent stem (Boyer 1958). Similarly, 
trees that produce nuts that are partially dispersed by 
gravity and by caching territorial rodents or birds, 
need to be spaced to accommodate dispersal limitations (G6mez, Garcia, and Zamora, 2003; Forget et al., 2005; 
G6mez, Puerta-Pinero, and Schupp, 2008). Thus, the 
importance of high seed density often leads to limiting 
the distance between seed trees to about 100 ft (30 m). 

The number and distribution of seed trees will first 
influence the pollination of female flowers (angiosperms have flowers and gymnosperms have strobili, but the 
term "flower" will be used here for simplicity). A few species, such as white ash, cottonwood, and some maples 
are dioecious; both female trees and male trees of these species must be retained in the stand in order for seeds to be produced. Most tree species are monoecious, having both female flowers and male flowers on each tree. If self-fertilization occurs, it usually results in aborted seed ovules or seeds with poor vigor. However, the male and female flowers of the same tree rarely mature at the same time. In addition, female flowers tend to develop in the upper part of the tree crown, above the male flowers in the lower crown, and the wind is generally not turbulent 

enough to cause much pollen to rise straight upward. 

These evolutionary adaptations 
self-fertilization. However, if ther:edu.ce the 
number of trees left in a stand al te onh, iltii(\,. 

1. 1 ' se f-p U , ii \I -~~t more ike y to occur ( Greene et al 1 ° inar e1y 1 ~ number of seed trees spaced rno; 999). 'th11
101\ w~ 

give an increased chance of cross~ ~0~ly to \ilP.t ~ 
numbers of seed trees will result in~ lhnau0: llle~ 
of seeds and higher percentages of oth large; So I~ 
crop (Box 9.1). To promote regen so~nd see~"~bt ... . ( h erat1on '4 11\ ·• tree species e.g., as , cottonwood of di ¾ important to ensure that both sexes' ebony treOe)ti~ 
th d difth · d arerep e it e stan , an ere 1s a esire to i tese

11 ~ th . h d' ncrea5e te4 . e species, t en a 1sproportionate nu stockj
11 

lt\ trees need to be left strategically spaced rnber of fe g Of 
(Guariguata and Pinard, 1998). across the s~ 

Annual Variation in Seed Crops 
Some tree species with small seeds produc 
bers of seed regularly every year. Howev e large nlltn. 
species with larger seeds have irregular c er,! rna~y Other 
matically different amounts of seed cr!;ts Wtth lira. These cycles range from 2 years to 10 or each Year. 
Species with these distinct cycles are called more Years. 
and the years with the large crops are calledrnaat specie, 
( b ) . mast er or umper crops . In years without mast cro 0Ps the tree seeds are consumed by rodents birdps, ?1°st of 

d th . D . ' s, insects, an o er orgarusms. urmg a mast year, the high 
duction of tree seeds overwhelms the ability of the ~=~ predators to consume all the seeds. It is during th years that seeds can survive and germinate in I ese numbers. ' arge 

Many tree species have variable seed crops, espe
cially the pines, Douglas-fir, and spruce (Cain and 
Shelton, 2001; Lamontagne and Boutin, 2007), the nut
producing flowering trees like dipterocarps of south
east Asia (Curran and Leighton, 2000), and the oak and 
chestnut of North America and Eurasia (Ostfield and 

Box 9.1 Seed-tree regeneration for shortleaf and loblolly pine on the Piedmont. 
Introduction 

Shortleaf and loblolly pines grow naturally on the poorer soils of the Piedmont of North Carolina and Virginia with hardwoods such as red maple, sweetgum, and a variety of oaks. It was originally a minor component of the forest prior to land colonization and clearance for agriculture. 
However, with the abandonment of cotton cultivation 
(primarily to Its decimation by the boll weevil), much of the land came back as pure stands of shortleaf and loblolly 
pine at the last century and was cutover in the 1940s. Most 
of the land is now third- or fourth-growth, having been 
harvested for timber several times over. Most is owned by private landowners interested In a variety of values, 

particularly outdoor recreation, wildlife habitat, and 
income from timber, making the seed-tree system very 
compatible with their interests. Industrial land owners , usually rely on more Intensive site preparations arid plant 
pure loblolly. ' · · · - f ~ I 

Regenerati?n 

The seed-tr~ method for shortleaf and loblolly pine In the 
Piedmont of North and South Carolina relies upon a 
dependable but periodic seed mast and soil seedbed con· 
dltlons that expose mineral soil that Is moist for germlna· 
tion with high sunlight for seedling establishment (see 
Fig. 1 and 2). Site preparation requires surface mineral soil 
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by prescribed burning or mechanical scarification. This pro

cess increases contact between the seed and the mineral 

soil for best germination. Burning and scarification can be 

done pre- or post-harvest but need to be tled to masting 

events, as favorable seedbeds quickly become occupied by 

herbaceous vegetation. Also, seed trees need to be pro

tected from either mechanical or fire damage. The seeding 

cut needs to be tlmed to a good seed year (about every 
3 years) and should leave 6-12 evenly distributed well-
fo d ' 

rme trees per acre (10-30trees/ha). The number of seed 

trees left depends on tree size and site conditions. The seed 
trees should be t 1 . 

a east 1 Om (25.4 cm} DBH, but preferably 

seed trees to be left when it comes time to regenerate, can 

increase the crown vigor and seed production within 

stands that are closed canopied and that exhibit strong 

crown competition. If hardwoods are present In the under

story, additional site preparation treatments may be neces

sary using a foliar herbicide to forbs and grasses, a spray 

application to the basal stems for shrubs, and stem injec

tion to the bole for larger hardwood trees. A delay in seed

fall means that the seedbed will likely have to be re-scarified 

or re-burned (if sufficient fuels exist). A fully stocked stand 

results in about 1000 well-distributed seedlings per acre 

(2500 seedlings/ha). 
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Keesing, 2000; Frey et al., 2007). For example, the seed 
crop sizes for loblolly pine and shortleaf pine in 
Arkansas have been studied for 20 years (Cain and 
Shelton 2001). In that period, there were mast crops of 
more than 800,000 seeds/acre (2,000,000 seeds/ha) for 
6 of the years; good crops of 40,000-800,000seeds/acre 
(100,000-1,680,000 seeds/ha) for 9 of the years, and poor 
crops of less than 40,000 seeds/acre (100,000seeds/ha) 
for 5 of the years. In this case, there were never two poor 
crops in a row, so there would not be a problem to con
duct a seed-tree cut with a good crop or better in the 
2-year period of seedling establishment. However, other 
species have longer periods without good seed crops, 
such as longleaf pine which often have five or more poor 
seed-crop years in a row. 

Site Preparation 
Many forest types develop thick forest-floor material 
and well-established understory vegetation as the stand 
ages. Most tree species with wind-dispersed seeds need 
a mineral-soil seedbed for germination, and moderate to 
full sun for seedling height growth. Similarly, masting 
species need nuts to be effectively buried, and germi
nants of masting species do not compete well with rival 
vegetation. Site preparation may be necessary to create 
the appropriate forest floor and understory conditions. 
Prescribed fire, herbicides, and mechanical treatments 
to scarify or uproot the forest floor can be used to pro
mote the establishment and growth of seedlings. The 
most efficient approach is to have the site preparation 
treatments carried out as part of the initial seed-tree har
vest. However, if there is a poor seed crop in the year of 
the seeding cut, then it is possible to delay the site prepa
ration until a good seed year occurs. Site preparation 
methods are similar to those described for clearcuts in 
Chapter 8 or in more detail in Chapter 7. 

The Removal Cut 

The standard practice regarding removal cutting is to 
have all seed trees cut soon after the regeneration has 
been safely established. The timing depends on the spe
cies growth rates, sites, and climate (Bragg, 2010). The 

height growth of the regeneratio . 
well the seedlings have becorne e:~s a~ indica . 
often wait until the seedlings rea hbltshed. p t1Qtt 11r~. 
height before making the rernov~ 1-2ft (3~res~l\"'it 
species, such as loblolly and short1cut, For fa~Gottti~) 

th d eaf p• ~t-o. I. that e see trees generally can be c 11\es, ti.._ l'>l()'iti~ 
d. t H 'th Ut 3-5 .. ~t i,,.''t see mg cu . owever, w1 other sp . Year ·•1~. • . ecies · s aft~ "It than 5 years, especially in more north 1tco111db ""f~ 

the slower establishment of red pin ern cUrna~lllllt, 
aspect of timing with the removal c;t ~: sprttce, ¾ ~ 
damage to the new regeneration. The the need to 0~ 
seedlings are flexible enough that the 

st
erns of the 111\\it 

d f Y can r Youh. moderate amage rom harvest equip ecover :i 
regeneration reaches larger sapling sizrnent; howev ~ 
equipment will likely break the rigid s:s, datnage : • tt · b di th ul · · erns ta•L °Ill JUSt en ng em, res ting m failure to full "1er thaii 

Dealing with finances, a very different Y recover. . 'th val . 1 Prob(e,.,. arJSes W1 remo cutting. n some cases th "'• Ofte 
costs of cutting the seed trees can often j, e harvestin~ 
the value of the timber in the seed trees. ~~:eater than 
the best and largest trees are left, they are Ugh When 
most valuable. However, in a situation where thUSUally the 
seed trees are a financial loss and are not re e standing 
seedlings will be gradually shaded by expans~oved, the 

ion of ,L. seed-tree crowns. There are several general optj "" 
deal with this problem. One is to plan at the outsett:~eeto 
a greater number of seed trees than is needed , P . ,or seed dispersal, so that there are enough trees to have a 
h bl . . th val mer-e anta e operation m e remo cut. This Will lik 1 d · · wth f ey cause some re uction m gro o the regenerati 

Another option is to retain the standard number of:~ 
trees, but keep them as reserves for a longer period 
than is needed for ensuring that the regeneration is well 
established. These seed trees have no crown competition 
so they will be growing rapidly; a diameter goal for the 
seed trees can be set to determine the time of the removal 
cutting. Again, there will be some reduction in growth of 
the regeneration. A third option might be to girdle the 
trees and turn them into snags once their function of pro
viding seed is accomplished. This has the added value of 
creating old growth and interior forest structures valua
ble for certain species of wildlife that would not frequent 
early-successional stands. See Box 9.2. 

Box 9.2 Seed-tree/shelterwood regeneration for long leaf pine. 
longleaf pine can be regarded as a shade-intolerant pine, 
very drought tolerant, and tolerant of groundstory fires. 
Compared to loblolly and slash pine, seed dispersal is 
more limited and considerably more sporadic. longleaf 
can be very long lived, and prior to colonization it formed 
extensive stands of old growth across the lower gulf, com
prising very open stands on sites that were droughty and 
relatively nutrient poor. Fire was the natural disturbance 

regime that prevented the other more fire-sensitive 
lobiolly and slash pines from establishing, and prevented 
the colonization of hardwoods. The woody understory 
hardwoods needed to be controlled. Without natural fires 
the alternative is prescribed burning which needs to be 
conducted at fairly frequent Intervals to maintain the 
openness for the herbs and grasses with enough space for 
establishment of the fire-tolerant longieaf pine (Fig. 1). 
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Box 9.2 Figure 1 Long leaf plne-wiregrass ecosystems. (a) A prescribed fire completed in the fall. prior to seed fall beneath a seed 

tree cut The burn was designed to kill hardwood competition back to the ground and to provide growing space for longleaf pine 

regeneration. Source: D. J. Moorhead, University of Georgia, Bugwood.org. Reproduced with permission from D. J. Moorhead. (b) The 

gr~s s
tage of longleaf pine depicted with the foliage of three understory oak hardwood competitors (left to right turkey oak. willow 

~oan ~;df blackjack oak). Source: Mark S. Ashton. (c) The removal of the seed trees and the release from grass stage of a young stand of 

9 a pine. Source: US Forest Service. 
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Variations in Spatial Patterns 
of Stand Structure 

ln most seed-tree cutting, the seed trees are isolated 
from one another and are rather uniformly distributed 
in the stand. However, other patterns consist of retain
ing the seed trees in groups, strips, or rows. These 
alternative arrangements may serve to accommodate 
other considerations. Concentrating the seed trees in 
restricted areas (such as linear rows) makes them eas
ier to protect during the initial cutting and also easier 
to harvest after they have served their purpose. ln 
these strip methods, after the seed trees are cut, site 
preparation and direct seeding or planting can be used 
to fill in the open strip areas, if necessary. Arrangement 

in rows could be appropriate if th 
across slopes. The lines of t e lllethod , 
d
. . rees co l is 
1~semmate seed and protect a . u d serve apPlie 

(Figs. 9.1 and 9.2). ga,nst surfa both td 
. ce e o 

Sometimes seed trees are arr ros10~ 

instead of isolated individual tre/n~~ in srna1r 
selected groups of trees can reds. 5ing a few c &roulll 

uce th arer 
crown shade on the ground where . e edge eft lllly 
d . d d 'd rnax1rnu... ec1 r esll'e an provi es greater stability to ... , sunfigh ~ 
elements (Lieffers et al., 1996). These Wtnd and 0~ 13 

likely to produce less seed. A prep groups are er 
aratory also 

years before the seed-tree cutting wo Id cut se11e 
better alternative unless there are oth u generaJJy be~ 

h . . . 1 er consid a sue as mamtammg arger groups of str erations 
life habitat. Uctures for Wild. 
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Figure 9.1 A birds-eye view of seed-tree arrangements using single trees, groups, and rows and strips. The usual method Is to serect trees 
singly and uniformly across the stand to maximize seed rain and dispersal as depicted in the single seed-tree method, whereby the 
crowns of the trees are shown in green and their seed-shadows are shown in grey. Trees need to be wind-firm and to be prolific seed 
producers. Groups are used to reduce the edge effect and maximize solar radi~tion on t_he _groun~ surface per u_nit area of crown or basal 
area. Groups provide structurar support for unstable trees and shelter a~d habitat for .._..,1idhfe. ~trips and rows ~hgned along with the 
contours can be used on steep slopes to mitigate any potentiar for erosion and to facilitate lo91st1cs of harvesting. Source: Marie s. Ashton. 
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figure 92 (a, b) The before and after seed-tree treatment for a 95-year-old stand of lob lolly pine in the Piedmont, North Carolina. The 
slng~tree method left about 10 trees/acre (25 trees/ha). The larger hardwoods were killed with herbicides and a prescribed bum killed 
the smaller hardwoods, disposed of the slash, and prepared the seedbed. Source: Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies. 

Application of Seed-Tree Methods 

The seed:tree method was used as early as 1450 for 
tegellenting conifer stands in Germany, using single 

trees and groups of trees for seed sources (Heske, 
1938). This method has continued on for centuries in 
many countries as a low-cost means for establishing 
new stands, mostly of conifer species (Fig. 9.3a). In the 
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(b) 

Figure 9.3 fa) Scots pine (Plnus sy/vestris) seed-tree cut in Finland with 25-30trees/aae (60-7S trees/ha); mean DBH 141n (35cm) with slash that has been chipped and taken off site and the soil surface has been scarified. Sauret: D. B. Kittredge. Reproduced with permission from D. 8. Kittredge. (b) Ponderosa pine (Plnus ponderosa) seed-tree cut with 8-10trees/acre (20-25 trees/ha) in western Montana. Source: D. Maguire, Bugwood.org. Reproduced·wlth permission from D. Maguire. 

past, the seed-tree method was often used as the initial 
silvicultural step in regenerating cutover and exploited 
forests that had not yet been managed. However, about 
50 years ago, in order to obtain better control of spe
cies and stocking, forest industry began investing 
greater amounts of money into clearcutting with plant
ing or direct seeding on their timberlands, and placed 
less reliance on natural regeneration methods such as 

seed-tree methods. Part of this was the desire to take 
advantage of the genetically improved plant or seed 
stock that had become available. Conversely, many pri
vate non-industrial landowners have not been willing 
to invest substantial money at the outset for the costs 
of seedlings, planting, and site preparation, with ~e 
risk that is always present, so seed-tree systems are still 
very much in operation. 
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1 
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nd black cherry (Prunus serotlno) seed trees (4-5 per acre) In northern hardwood 

.. (Betufo ten ta) a ,e· B Lockhart, US Forest Service, Bugwood.org. Reproduc!d with perml I ,_ forB.,sl.oct of the 

ck bfrc,, lvania. sour .. · • ss on irom !<hart. 

94 131a u pennsY 

figil~e~Y p1atea ' f the seed-tree method boll weevil, an insect species that 1- d d d 

,r,t'J'' tage o . . . f nva es an estroys 

sta11tial advall th t there is no limit lll terms o the cotton crop. The abandonment of the agricultural 

one 511b dearcuts is . a area. Creating a fully stocked fields provided open land that was a natural seedbed 

cOlllP~si,!;e of the c~gdependent on adjace?t stands for the pioneer loblolly pine species (Billings, 1938; 

siieand seed di5perall Given the locations, sizes, and Bormann, 1953). There was enough natural pine 

stalldtro: the seed f • ill be many situations where a seed in many areas to produce fast-growing loblolly 

to produf dearcuts, there w ful (Fig. 9.4). The seed-tree seedlings. 

L•• o be success f th 
pr- t .inisht not di 55 of the size or shape o e As these old-field stands developed into dense mostly 

~ can work regat' f ~e regeneration is retained on unmanaged stands, a number of forest researche:, began 

JaDdi,ecausethe~~es· of seed-tree methods ~ to conduct studies on regeneration of the next forest 

die site. 5orne the southern pine, Intermountain (Bormann, 1953). The importance of the forest-floor lit-

d be1" ~:. the oak of the northeast, and the te~ soon became d~ar; pine seeds needed to fall onto the 

1the wet tropics, mmeral substrate m order to germinate (Grano, 1949, 

1954). A standard natural regeneration method for 

eth&ds In Southern Pines 

stands are common across the southeastern 

to Florida in the east, to Arkansas and 

- Texas 1n the west. ~e most ~despre~d pine spe

cies Is Joblolly pine, which as often rruxed wtth shortleaf 

pine. especially in the west of the region. These stands 

usually have a component of hardwood species mixed in, 

whlchlnclude red maple, sweetgum, blackgum, and many 

oak species. There are greater amounts of hardwoods in 

the eastern range than the west because of the greater 

precipitation In the east. 

Most of the old-growth timber in this region had 

been cut centuries ago, and the land had been shifted 

over to agriculture. From 1650-1850, the crops con

~ ~ostly of indigo, tobacco, rice, and cotton. 

ltcoll n e~e the major crop for many decades, but 

apse 10 the 1920s because of the invasion of the 

loblolly and short-leaf pine seed-tree methods is to have 

4-16trees/acre (10-40trees/ha) with trees of about 

12-16in (30-40cm) diameter at breast height (DBH). 

The number of trees that are retained varies, depending 

upon species (generally more for shortleaf), as well as site 

and seedbed conditions. The goal is to have lOOOtrees/ 

acre (2500trees/ha) of regeneration. Success depends 

upon proper site treatments in the fall that is timed to 

masting events at the same time. Seedbed conditions 

need to be either freshly scarified or burned to expose 

the mineral soil and to reduce or eradicate any vegetative 

competition (for more details see Box 9.1 and Box 9.2). 

Seed-Tree Methods in the lntermountaln Region 

Prior to European settlement, the lntennountain Region 

of the western US had always had strong regional top

down climate drivers such as droughts that influenced the 
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severity and frequency of insect outbreaks and fires 
(Heyerdahl, Brubaker, and Agee, 2001). Superimposed on 
this temporal variation is bottom-up, watershed-scale 
influences of topography, elevation, aspect, and soil type, 
that influence the severity and frequency of disturbance. 
Prior to timber exploitation, land clearance, and grazing, 
all of these drivers played important roles in shaping the 
forest composition and structure of the lntermountain 
forests. Dry forests at lower elevations and hotter south
ern and eastern aspects were dominated by ponderosa 
pine to the north (Washington, Oregon, British 

Box 9.3 Using the seed-tree method in western larch. 
Introduction 

Western larch (Larix occldentalls) In the lntermountain 
Region of western Montana, northern Idaho, southwest 
Alberta, and southeast British Columbia often grows In 
mixture with lodgepole pine (Plnus contorta) west of the 
continental divide. Fire chronologies suggest that this for
est mixture had fires of mixed severity that ranged from 
underburns to patches where it was lethal and stand 
replacing, and which burned at Intervals of 25-75 years 
(Barrett, Arno, and Key, 1991). In addition, there Is evidence 
that in other areas there were' much more lethal stand
replacing fires that were infrequent and at intervals of 
approximately 140-350 years. The mixed-severity fires 
occurred on lower elevation drier valley areas that are more 
gently sloping or flat In topography. The latter occurred at 
higher elevation with more rugged, steeper topographies. 
In the last 100 years, fire suppression may have changed 
this to the detriment of the mixture which is fire-<lependent, 
comprising early- to mid-seral species. Wlth no fire, over
stocking can lead to greater mortality from insects and dis
ease and to species replacement with the more mesic-loving 
shade-tolerant subalpine fir, Engelmann spruce, and 
Douglas-fir. 

Regeneration 

Regeneration methods for lodgepole pine (true clearcuts) 
and western larch (seed tree) can be integrated across the 
landscape to reflect both lethal and sub-lethal stand
replacing fires which would have regenerated these two 
species on the steeper slopes. Seed-tree cuts for western 
larch include regeneration of fire-Intolerant and well
dispersed seeds of pioneers like lodgepole but focus on 
larch because of its poor seed dispersal (Fig. 1 ). Integrated 
stands across the slope can create a mosaic of true clearcuts 
and seed-tree methods within which stands along riparian 
zones and seeps are protected, Imitating In a more loglstl· 
cally feasible way a stand-replacing fire across the land
scape that varied In severity. 

Columbia, Idaho, Wyoming C l 
· • • ' 0 0rado A, pmyon-iumper complex to th , •v1on►-

N M · A · e south 4111a) ew eXIco, nzona). Before la d (Nev d or•~ · d . n colo • a a lJ '' gmg, pon erosa pme forests burn d ?•zatio ' ~ 
and earlier in the growing seas~n ~ice as f~eand.log. 
ranges, as compared to their north 111 their s quen1~. ern r outh ,, longer summers and drier climates . ange, sui,,. em . In the "f>esti,. elevation and northern aspects were 

1 
80Uth. Ji,:1 

dominated by subalpine fir and Eng clo der and lllo~ . e tnann ist .. evtdence suggests the same phenome . 8Pruce hG 
fires in their southern ranges, and less ~a. more freq~ Ut 

requentb ent 
Ut lll0re 

Box 9.3 Figure 1 A seed•tree cut for western larch and lodgepole 
pine. This example shows a seed tree In the foreground for 
western larch (8 seed trees/acre, 20/ha) in which the site 
preparation induded chipping the coarser material and ' .. · 
distributing the branches but It was not burned. This encouraged 
some germination of lodgepole and with more larch from the 
nearby seed trees. In the background Is a true clearcut where the 
same site treatment was applied. Much of the larch seed that 
germinated came from the adjacent seed trees that were 
downwind. Source: Mark S. Ashton. 
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Methods In the Oak-Hickory 

~the Northeast and Mldw~st 

literature on the land useofNativeAmericans 

An~e the strong presence of mast-producing trees 

~i- • es hickories) is evidence of human fire 

~L-~ · "thin~ F' 
1..,,., ent and swidden agriculture WI ,orests. ue 

~ to have been used as a management tool 

~ around 6000 BCE and swidden fanning was at its 

peak 1n 1000 BCE (Delcourt and Delcourt, 2004). Oak

hkkoty and pitch pine-white pine pre-settlement forests 

of the northeast and central states of the US are suggested 

IO be the signatures of the use of fire and agriculture. 

These forest types were dominant where pre-European 

agriculture was intensively practiced in the valleys of the 

upper Mississippi and its major tributaries, as well as the 

aiastal lowlands and plains of the east coast. The eastern 

uplands are thought to have been burned to maintain the 

oaks and hickories for fall nut harvests, for hunting game, 

and collecting berries. 

agri~ colonization and clearance of forests for 

.R.a c ture, the use of fire was both more extensive 

"'"' more perrnan . 
and Abrams ent m nature (Crow, 1988; Orwig 

The curren~ !:94; Foster, Motzkin, and Slater, 1998). 

llortheaste undance of oak and hickory in the 

rn upland forest is therefore closely tied to 

e use of shelterwoods (see Chapter 10). This ~akes 

sense where oak can establish d . . 
an remain m the under-

story _as advance reproduction, but where It cannot 

est~IJSh because of shade and competition from more 

mes1c-l~ving species, seed-tree systems are more 

appropnate. Examples are where second-growth oak 

forests th~t have regenerated on mesic sites now face 

r~eneration issues. Many are transitioning to maple, 

tulip-poplar, and black birch forests because of a laclc 

of su~-lethal disturbance. Site scarification is needed at 

the time of a seed cutting to promote the oak and hick

~ry. This can be followed after oak and hickory estab

lishment by prescribed fire to kill the thin-barked 

birch, maple, and poplar. The cutting itseH needs to be 

timed to a satisfactory mast year. Only 10-12 large

crowned dominant oaks of 16in (40cm) DBH need to 

be kept at a uniform spacing of 60-70ft (18-21m) 

(Box 9.4). 

Seed-Tree Methods In Tropical Forest Regions 

Tropical forests have not been previously thought of as 

suited to the seed-tree regeneration method until closer 

examination showed that it has been widely practiced, 

but under a different name and process. Silvicultural sys

tems of indigenous forest peoples across a wide variety of 

tropical climates practice swidden agriculture, much like 

peoples of pre-settlement North America and Europe. 

Many of these systems reflect the same site treabnents 

and careful planning as a seed-tree regeneration method 

(Peters, 2000). They can be regarded as managed fallows 

that start with forest clearance in a large patch with indi

vidually spaced trees of economic importance selected 

to be left standing. Leaving specific trees standing is 

intended to facilitate their regeneration and enrich the 

new forest with more desirable species after crop cultiva

tion has ceased. Site treatments are focused toward crop 

cultivation that is conducted the first few years after 
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Box 9.4 Ancient oak woodlands and wood pastures. 

Introduction 

Holm oak (Quercus /lex) across the Mediterranean, and 
sessile (Q. petraea) and white oak (Q. robor) across central 
and northwestern Europe were a very important food 
source for open-range livestock during the medieval 
period (Pulido and Diaz, 2005). They were cultivated as 
wood pastures. Open-grown trees provided acorn mast 
that was beaten down to fatten livestock. In some areas of 
Spain and Portugal, the "Dehesa" system is still a viable 

(a) 

(c) 

practice. Many small enterp . rises a Europe and the US that are em I re starti 
d . u at1n n9 1-. uce high-quality pork. 9 this sy voth . 

stern t rn 
• 0 Pro. Regeneration 

The white oaks as a section are sh d . 
with heavy seeds that are largelya d; intolerant 
birds and mammals, In most cases spersed b; ~as11ltg 
(Pulldo and Diaz, 2005). Many aco near the Pare Ching 

(b) 

rns can be b nt tre 
Urled b e 

Ythe 

lox 9.4 Figure 1 (a) An example of what pigs can do to the soil as a site treatment if used carefully and for only a period of time. If ift for a long period, serious damage can be done to the tree root systems. Source: S. Cox. Reproduced with permission from S. Cox. >) A medieval illustration of beating the tree canopy to drop acorns to the pigs below. Source: British Library. (cl An example of 
1 old white oak wood pasture that had the understory burned repeatedly. Source: Mark S. Ashton. 
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le of a seed-tree cut for red and white oak in southern New England. The harvest was done In th fall Th 

2 An examp d d h 'bl I · e · e 

so~ 9,4 Figure ped and crushed to t~e groun an w ere po~s, e oggrng machinery has scarified the soll to help bury the 

I h has t,een chop h there are occasronal reserves of small-diameter sugar maple. Source: Marks. Ashton. 

s as In this photograp 
ac()(llS. 

Wh acorns germinate, seedlings require 
h soil. en . 

overt e I nments without competition from more 
h light env ro . 

hlg I 
t species The site disturbance by pigs elim-

hade-to era n · . 
5 t competition (Fig. 1 a). Fire was another tool 
lnates mos 

d b people to maintain the openness and herba-

~;~us f:rage beneath the oak. This also eliminates shade

tolerant tree species recruitment but promotes oak 

clearance. The first treatment includes prescribed broad

cast burning of the residual slash to produce a nutrient 

flush for crops and to increase mobility for tending and 

a~ce~. This is followed by scarification and weeding to 

eliminate undesirable vegetation. Young germinants and 

seedlings from the seed trees are protected during crop 

cultivation (Box 9.5). 

T~~se syStems tend to simplify the original forest com-
pos1tion and str tu th . 
products b ~c re to ose species desired for their 

medicin~ 
0th :rnber and non-timber (latexes, fruits, 

species th~t cor age, etc.). Like seed-tree systems, the 

growing pi·oregenerate well are: (1) the short-lived fast-
neers of th · • • . 

Persed by small b. d e llUtiation stage that are dis-

ir s and bats and would come in as seed 

old-growth forests originated after wood pastures In 

Europe, and swidden agrlcultural fields In eastern North 

America, were abandoned. 

Seed-tree cutting of oak on fertile soils that chops and 

crushes the slash and scarifies the soll at the time of a mast 

year Is a satisfactory way of securing many species of 

oak - especially white and chestnut oaks (Fig. 2). 

rain without nearby seed trees, and (2) the focal species 

of the method itself that would be considered the long

lived pioneers or canopy-dominant/late-successional 

species that are shade intolerant, masting, and with poor 

seed dispersal. Many economically important tropical 

tree species fall into this category (e.g., the mahogany 

family) and yet western models of tropical silviculture 

have continued to try to regenerate these trees through 

modified selection systems (see Chapter 13). There is 

plenty of documented evidence that selection systems do 

not work for these kinds of tree species (Fredericksen 

and Putz, 2003; Ashton and Hall, 2011). However, seed

tree cuts are beginning to be used in Quintana Roo, 

Mexico (Negreros-Castillo et al., 2014). 
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Box 9.S The mahoganies (Meliaceae). 

Introduction 

The mahogany famlly (Meliaceae) comprise many genera 
across the seasonal evergreen rainforest regions of the 
tropics. Swletenia and Cedrela are the two main timber 
tree genera In Latin America. Entandrophragma and Khaya 
are the timber genera of west and central Africa. Toona Is 
the genus In lndo-China. All are shade-Intolerant long-lived 
pioneers that get to large sizes within the forest as emer
gent canopy trees. They require considerable disturbance 
In order for their germination and growth to compete 
above their much more shade-tolerant associates. In addi
tion, they are masting species that disperse seeds from 
capsules that do not travel more than 300ft (100ml away 
from the parent tree. Finally, most of these species are site 
restricted, often to richer lower-lying soils of topographies 
that are not noticeably changing. Many studies have exam
ined these genera and wondered how such large trees 
attain the canopy, but are not easily recruited from beneath. 

(a) 

Range of mahogany 

Strong historical evidence suggests 
well within swldden cultivation that ,that lllahog 
tile soils, and it does well in post-hu 

5

1 
assoclatect ~, 

including fire, and in post-flooding e~ cane env1r0/ h1~. 
turbances are sub-lethal or lethal for ~nts. All of thel't)en4, 
vegetation except mahogany, which ~stt the rai:: di~ 
can dis~erse their seed Into the ope~ln~s ~htrees su~est 
competing vegetation. They are strongly at are free~' 
scales of at least 50 years and In many cas episodic at ti~ 

es lllore. ··~ 
Regeneration 

Swletenia macrophy/la (big-leaf mahogany) Is t 
Important timber tree In the Meliaceae family 

I 
he rnosi 

America. Its distribution reflects that of many ;~~n Latin 
des In the family. It Is associated with the mo~ er s~ 
climates of the Latin American tropics (Ag. la) :~~asonai 
landsca~scale distribution pattern that Is restricted thas a 
lower-lying more fertile soils (Fig. lb). The natural O the 

methOd 

(b) 

Tree diameter: • 20-30cm • 3o-60cm • >60cm ..,.__ Seasonal streams ,,~-- 2-m Cootour11 

Box 9.5 Figure 1 (a) Historical range of big-leaf mahogany In the Americas. Source: Adapted from Martinez et al. 2008. lb) The 
distribution of big-leaf mahogany In a 1000ha (~2S00acre) plot In Para, Eastern Amazonia, Brazil. Source: J.Grogan. Reproduced 
with permission from J. Grogan. • . 



C0ntinLled) es Is by seed-tree cutting. 

'- ( these tre , . d 
'f. 9•7 for d by mahogany s restncte 

6° eoerat1~" be dellne;!~ns and subdivided to accom

of reJs stioul rlbut1on pa ime for a sustained continuous 

5ta" seape d~agernent
1
:~~erefore left untouched, or man

ia~ate a :f the forest and services. The mahogany stands 

f11 1d tAost products I otatlon. Of course, this never 

~e , for otner a sequentla r 
aged d t,e on r 

s1101.1I , 

' 

lkftrmm f 201 

~:~e:~ti'.:~n~::~:~~r tree In the Mellaceae both In 

logging where all tr s managed• using dlameter-flmlt 

DBH ees greater than 50-60cm (20-24ln) 

d
are cut There are regulations about reserving some as 

see trees but they 
within whl h are not enough, and the environment 

c a seed has to germinate and row. Is 

pletely Incompatible with Its autecology. g , com-

Figure 2 A Mllpa swldden, deared within the rainforest of the Yucatan, Mexico and cultivated with beans, com, and squuh 

Bo1195 1,sequently abandoned. It Is a perfect site for mahogany to regenerate If there Is a nearby seed source as seen by the lrN In the 

=:'round, Source: J. Grogan. Reproduced with permission from l Grogan. , . . . . 
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